Take a trip to the Lullwater Trail (or another location of your choice) and try out some of these winter activities!

1. **Try frozen bubbles!** They’re not just for summer any more. Take your bubble soap outside on days below 32 degrees and watch them freeze and shatter as they pop!

2. **Make some colorful snow art!** - Fill spray or squeeze bottles with food coloring and water to create a winter masterpiece in the white snow. Create lines and patterns by dragging a stick—or your boots—through the snow!

3. **Build a snow fort!** Create snowy walls and decorate with sticks, acorns, pinecones, leaves and other found objects.

4. **Cook in a snow kitchen!** Bring old pots, pans, and utensils outside for some frozen kitchen play.

Winter Nature Play Tip: There is no bad weather, only bad clothing! Make sure you and your family are layered and dressed appropriately to enjoy all the outdoor fun winter has to offer!

Brooklyn Nature Playtime! is funded by the Disney Conservation Fund and is a partnership between the Prospect Park Zoo, the Prospect Park Alliance and Tinkergarten.